AERONAUTICS CONTRACT PACKAGE

Effective with the January 8, 2010, bid letting, the items mailed to the confirmed low bidder will only include the contract cover letter, the streamlined contracts (contract cover page, contract signature page, contract unit prices, bonds, and the insurance requirements). The Michigan Department of Transportation Aeronautics-Airports Program Federal Requirements document is also sent and is for you to retain and insert into your executed contract.

The items listed below are documents and forms that you will need to print for your use. It is the responsibility of the prime contractor to provide all required documents to their subcontractors. Once the contract is awarded, the prime contractor will receive an executed original contract.

If you have difficulty accessing any of these documents or have any questions, please contact the Contract Awards Unit at MDOT-Awards@michigan.gov or call (517) 335-2357 or (517) 373-2170 for assistance.

PRIME CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

Any addenda and all wage rates can be found at MDOT’s E-Proposal Website

0178 - Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) Participation Sheets

4101 - DBE Heavy Construction Trucking Credit Worksheets

0193 - DBE Regular Dealer Liquid Asphalt Supplier Participation Affidavit

MDOT Aeronautics-Airports Program Federal Requirements (Federally funded aeronautics projects only)

SUBCONTRACT FORM AND REQUIRED SUBCONTRACT ATTACHMENTS

1302A - Subcontract

Any Addenda and all wage rates can be found at MDOT’s E-Proposal Website

Appendix A  Prohibition of Discrimination in State Contracts

MDOT Aeronautics-Airports Program Federal Requirements (Federally funded aeronautics projects only)

03NB14 Notice to Bidders Labor Compliance